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Abstract Spectacular increases in the quantity of
sequence data genome have facilitated major advances in
eukaryotic comparative genomics. By exploiting homology
with classical model organisms, this makes possible predictions of pathways and cellular functions currently
impossible to address in intractable organisms. Echoing
realization that core metabolic processes were established
very early following evolution of life on earth, it is now
emerging that many eukaryotic cellular features, including
the endomembrane system, are ancient and organized
around near-universal principles. Rab proteins are key
mediators of vesicle transport and specificity, and via the
presence of multiple paralogues, alterations in interaction
specificity and modification of pathways, contribute greatly
to the evolution of complexity of membrane transport.
Understanding system-level contributions of Rab proteins
to evolutionary history provides insight into the multiple
processes sculpting cellular transport pathways and the
exciting challenges that we face in delving further into the
origins of membrane trafficking specificity.
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Introduction
One of the major evolutionary transitioning events was
eukaryogenesis, the origin of the nucleated cell [1].
Internal compartments are rare in Archaea and Eubacteria, when present at all [2]. The increased complexity of
cellular compartmentalization that occurred in nascent
eukaryotic cells facilitated separation of major biochemical processes and allowed much finer control and
sophistication. For example, the nuclear envelope separates transcription from translation, allowing increased
complexity, in both regulation of protein biosynthesis/
turnover and control of gene expression, to arise independently [3]. While the nucleus serves as both an
evocative and essentially definitive example, eukaryotic
cells possess numerous other autogenously derived
membrane compartments that are diverse in structure and
function. With the exception of the peroxisome, these
compartments are principally involved in the biosynthesis, targeting, and turnover of surface molecular
components, together with uptake and degradation of
molecules and particles from the cellular environment,
via endocytosis and phagocytosis respectively (Fig. 1).
Collectively, this is the endomembrane system, and its
origins and subsequent evolutionary history, distinct from
the endosymbiotic mitochondrion and chloroplast organelles, may well be critical to our understanding of the
emergence of the eukaryotic state. In this article we will
review the evolution of the Rab GTPases, key regulators
of organelle specificity, as a potent example from which
to infer general mechanisms for the generation of
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Fig. 1 General features of the
eukaryotic endomembrane
system and specificity
components. a Organelles and
transport routes for major
conserved pathways are shown,
with Rab proteins known to
mediate each step show as red
lozenges. The related GTPase
Ran is also shown as a green
lozenge at the nuclear pore
complex. Transport routes are
indicated by arrows. Note that
many Rabs, for example Rab11,
participate extensively in
transport routes and hence the
localization of this protein is
quite extensive. The figure is
highly schematic. Endocytic
coats are shown as black and
gray ‘T’s. b Fusogenic
apparatus of vesicle transport.
The transport vesicle and
destination organelle
membranes must be brought
into close proximity and fuse;
this represents a considerable
free energy barrier, which is
surmounted by the fusogenic
apparatus. Depicted are the
minimal components, and many
that are vital for targeting and
fusion are omitted. However, at
the center of this network sits
the Rab protein that coordinates
SNARE binding, cytoskeletal
interactions, and other functions

increased organelle complexity and of regulatory control
in autogenously derived eukaryotic compartments.

Pathways and functions of the endomembrane system
Functionally, the endomembrane system can be subdivided
into exocytic and endocytic systems. Exocytosis is the
export of biosynthetic products to the surface, for secretion,
or for population of endomembrane organelles. In all extant
eukaryotes, the pathway initiates at the endoplasmic
reticulum where the nascent polypeptide is imported into
the ER [4]. Following a period of folding, post-translational modification, and quality control, mature proteins are
exported from the ER in coated vesicles that assemble at
specialized membrane subdomains or ER exit sites.

Vesicles are delivered to the cis-face of the Golgi complex
and cargo migrates through the multiple stacks of this
organelle, to emerge at the trans-face. Transport between
the ER and Golgi complex is mediated by several GTPases,
Rab1 and Rab2 (Figs. 1, 2) which function to co-ordinate
cytoskeletal interactions and specificity in fusion with
membranes at the cis-Golgi [5].
Exit from the Golgi apparatus can take one of several
routes. Delivery to the cell surface requires incorporation
into exocytic vesicles, which then fuse with the plasma
membrane, releasing soluble contents to the exterior or
membrane-bound proteins into the plasma membrane,
involving Rab11 and related Rab proteins. A second regulated secretory route is mediated by stalling the progress
of exocytic carriers; these vesicles will then fuse with the
plasma membrane upon stimulation of the cell by a
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Fig. 2 GTPase structure, evolution, and function. a Eukaryotic Raslike GTPases are generally defined by membership to four superfamilies, Ras, Arf, Rho, and Rab/Ran. The latter family is the largest in
most organisms, and is itself divisible into a number of subfamilies,
ranging from 8 [41] to 14 [43]; phylogenetic reconstruction of this
family is problematic. To some extent, the Rab subfamilies demonstrate related function between the members, but this is not always the
case, and is also confounded by Rab protein participation in multiple
interactions and pathways (figure adapted from [103] and [43]).

b Ribbon representation of Rab GTPase emphasizing the positions of
Rab family (RabF) and subfamily (RabSF) motifs. The protein is
drawn with the N-terminus to the left. Most Rab GTPases are
approximately 24 kDa in molecular weight, and comprise *220
amino acids, as indicated. A total of five RabSF regions and four
RabF regions have been described, and these correspond to surface
loops involved in protein–protein interactions. The hypervariable
region at the C-terminus is indicated as is the dicysteinyl prenylation
signal, by ‘CC’

secretagogue. Multiple additional routes also originate at
the trans-Golgi face, with destinations including sorting
endosomes and the lysosome. Finally, there is also retrograde transport through the Golgi complex, which
facilitates recovery and retrieval of proteins, both of which
are mediated by Rab6 [6].
Similarly to post-Golgi transport, endocytosis includes
several distinct pathways. The precise mechanism
employed depends on the size of the object being taken up.
Classically, endocytosis refers to small objects \*500 nm
in diameter, while phagocytosis is reserved for larger
cargo. Uptake from the surface depends on one of several
coats, the best characterized of which are clathrin and
caveolin. Endocytic cargo is rapidly delivered to Rab5containing early endosomes [7], which rapidly maturate
into sorting endosomes. Here material is either recycled, by
a Rab4/Rab11-mediated pathway that intersects with the
exocytic system, or is delivered via Rab7- and Rab9mediated pathways to the lysosome via late endosomes and
multivesicular bodies (MVBs). Excellent reviews describing the molecular machinery of endocytosis and exocytosis
are available, to which the reader is referred for more
details (e.g., [8–10]).
While we have described these transport pathways on a
framework of Rab proteins, the various steps require participation of many additional proteins. Indeed, a general

model of vesicle formation involving the Sar/Arf GTPases,
cargo adaptors, and membrane-deformation complexes has
been elegantly deduced, as has a robust model of vesicle
fusion involving tethering proteins, coiled-coil SNAREs,
and Rabs. Importantly, these models hold for all trafficking
events at the various endomembrane organelles in the cell
and, with the probable exception of the tether factors [11],
the dominant proteins are all members of either small (SM
proteins) or extensive (Rabs, SNAREs) paralogous families
[12].
It is significant that intracellular trafficking pathways
represent a considerable level of both complexity and
diversity in terms of mechanism, function, and morphology. This diversity is evident both between individual
species and lineages as well as cell types in multicellular
organisms. Hence, sculpting the membrane trafficking
system is likely most important for adaptation of unicellular organisms and division of labor in higher animals and
plants. Together the endomembrane system accounts for
*10% of protein coding sequence of the eukaryotic genome, and while encompassing the paralogous Rab, ARF
and SNARE families also extends to GTPase-activating
proteins (GAPs), nucleotide exchange factors, and many
others. Despite very clear structural and functional discrimination between exocytic and endocytic transport and
the associated molecular machinery, considerable progress
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It is now generally accepted that the major eukaryotic
kingdoms or supergroups originated at least a billion years
ago, and that a rapid radiation of lineages occurred at some
point following this initial eukaryogenesis event. In the
1980s and 1990s, the prevailing paradigm [13] was that a
small number of lineages (Archezoa) had evolved early and
prior to the invention of key cellular attributes (i.e., introns,
Golgi bodies, peroxisomes, and mitochondria). Such
organisms, like Giardia, Trichomonas, Trypanosoma, or
Entamoeba, were thus presumed to be cytologically simple
due to retention of this primitive state. However, through a
combination of more sophisticated molecular evolutionary
models, improved taxonomic sampling and elegant
molecular and cellular biology, this paradigm has been
overturned [14]. Hypotheses identifying the earliest
eukaryotes have come and gone and there is currently no
robustly supported placement of the eukaryotic root [15],
essentially dispending, for the time being, deductions of
early/primitive versus advanced/higher/crown group
eukaryotes.
What has emerged, directly from the huge increase in
genome sequence data, is a robust picture of eukaryotic
diversity, now subdivided into five or six supergroups
[16, 17]. Animals and fungi are sister taxa within a single
supergroup, a surprising relationship for many cell biologists. Significantly, the previously ‘‘primitive’’ Archezoa
are spread throughout at least three supergroups. Despite
the lack of a clear eukaryotic root, however, the

relationships between the supergroups are increasingly well
established [18, 19]. The topology makes reconstruction of
the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA) conceptually
clear; analysis of the presence of individual genes across
eukaryotic lineages, or of entire paralogous families of
genes, should reveal the point in evolution at which such
genes arose. For example, if a gene is present in only a
single supergroup, then the most likely interpretation is that
the gene has arisen after that group diverged from the
remaining supergroups. If, on the other hand, the gene is
found in all supergroups, then the gene is inferred to have
been present in the LECA. The intermediate case, i.e.,
where the gene of interest is only found in a subset of
supergroups, may suggest either very early emergence
post-LECA or secondary loss (Fig. 3).
Applying this logic to the extensive genomic data now
available, it becomes clear that much of the basic
machinery and the overall configuration of the endomembrane system is ancient. This encompasses the ER, Golgi
complex, and major exocytic pathways, suggesting that the
biosynthesis and exocytosis of secretory and surface molecules in the LECA was of similar, or even greater,
complexity than many modern cells [12]. This paradigm is
further supported by comparative genomics and biochemical studies, for example of N-glycosylation pathways
comparing both the gene complements and enzymatic
capacity of a wide range of organisms to build N-glycan
precursors. As N-glycosylation plays a central role in
protein folding and quality control, the finding that the core
of the pathway is highly conserved across supergroups is
excellent evidence for sophisticated ER function in LECA
[20, 21]. Further, comparative genomic and reverse genetic
studies of the proteins responsible for assisting in folding
of polypeptides translocated into the ER lumen suggests
that a complex repertoire of chaperones, protein disulphide

Fig. 3 Evolutionary modes as inferred by comparative genomics and
phylogeny. Five hypothetical extant eukaryotic supergroups are
shown as arrows emanating from an unresolved node representing
the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA). Left: universal
representation of a gene in modern taxa is most consistent with an
ancient origin at or before the LECA. Good examples of these types
of genes are the core Rab groups, which are found in the vast majority
of modern genomes and populate the basic exocytic and endocytic
pathways. Center: when representation in taxa is sparse this may still
be consistent with an ancient origin for the gene, but accompanied by

frequent secondary loss from multiple taxa. Rab4 is a good example
of this mode of evolution. The pattern may also indicate lineagespecific innovation, depending on the specific supergroups represented. Right: expansion of paralogues, leading to new functions.
Importantly, this mode also implicates ancient origin for the
primordial paralogue. A good example here is Rab5, which is clearly
ancient due to near-universal representation, but is expanded in many
lineages to a small paralogous family. This mode appears to be a
dominant one in the generation of highly complex systems as seen in
metazoa, plants, and several other taxa

has been made in documenting the origins of these trafficking system components, how they interact to provide
specificity, and the deeper origins of trafficking pathways.

Overview of evolution of the endomembrane system
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isomerases, and quality-control factors are widely retained
in modern lineages, once more reflecting a sophisticated
system in the LECA [20, 22]. Coupling comparative gene
representation analysis with phylogenetics has revealed
that not only were SNAREs, many vesicle coats, SM
proteins, and Rabs present in the LECA, but the major
organelle or pathway specific family members were
already differentiated ([12] inter alia). This provides further
depth in understanding LECA, right down to the level of
specific cellular compartments.
Additionally, while most analysis readily confirms
evolutionary homology, direct experimental evidence has
demonstrated that for most orthologues, similar roles are
retained. For example, Rab proteins retain functions in the
same intracellular transport steps in essentially all organisms where such definitions have been made; this has been
done systematically with trypanosomes, members of the
Excavata [23, 24] and extensively for higher plants, specifically Arabidopsis thaliana [25, 26]. Similar studies are
underway for several other taxa.

Organellar paralogy; a model for novel compartment
evolution
The last eukaryotic common ancestor appears to have
possessed a significant diversity of organelles and transport
pathways, defined by paralogous assemblies of proteins
interacting to encode specificity [12]. Because many of
these proteins are similarly ancient and diverse, we proposed that the complexity of endomembrane organelles
could have arisen from a single internal membranous
compartment by an interative process of gene duplication
of specificity-encoding proteins, specialization of these
duplicates, and co-evolution with additional members of
the specificity module system [12, 27]. Significantly, the
process of establishing the diverse compartments was
likely achieved in two distinct stages. Prior to LECA, all
major organelles were established together with the core
gene families. Subsequently, many of these pathways
became elaborated, specialized, or multiplexed, in a lineage-specific manner. Further, good examples of the
evolution of (apparently) completely novel pathways,
paralog expansions leading to multiple pathways, secondary losses and protein domain shuffling generating new
functionality from pre-existing units are frequent.
For example, differential uptake of trans-membrane
domain versus glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)anchored proteins by distinct routes may have differential
aspects between metazoa and other taxa [24], and it is
possible that metazoa are part way to evolution of genuinely distinct pathways. Specifically, GPI-anchored
proteins associate with glycolipid/cholesterol-rich rafts,
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which is an ancient cellular feature [28–30]. In some cases,
GPI-anchored proteins also associate with caveolae, flasklike plasma membrane structures requiring expression of
caveolin; these latter are restricted to metazoa and are not
essential for GPI-anchored protein endocytosis [31–33].
GPI-anchored proteins are endocytosed by multiple routes
in mammalian cells, including conventional clathrindependant pathways, common with protozoa [31, 34], but
in metazoa there are several novel endocytic pathways that
are absent from most lineages. Therefore the multiple
endocytic routes in metazoan cells offer a high level of
complexity to GPI-endocytosis, and potential material for
evolutionary exploitation.
A distinct example of lineage-specific evolution of new
pathways by paralogous expansion is provided by Rab5.
LECA probably possessed a single Rab5 gene but multiple
Rab5 paralogs have arisen in a lineage-specific manner
[27]. This has potentially dual significance. Firstly, division
of labor between differentiated Rab5 pathways is not
necessarily equivalent across the eukaryotes and the roles
of distinct Rab5 paralogues cannot be predicted with precision. Secondly, the independent expansion of Rab5 on
multiple occasions suggests a common response to evolutionary pressure and that, on multiple occasions since
LECA, there has been selection for differentiation of early
endocytic pathways.

Evolution of Rab GTPase sequences; loops
and framework regions
Rab proteins constitute the largest subfamily of the Rasrelated GTPase superfamily (Fig. 2). Members of this
supergroup regulate a vast array of processes, including
responses to external stimuli, cytoskeletal remodeling, and
intracellular transport. In this last aspect, three GTPase
subfamilies are essential participants; Arf, Ran, and Rab.
Ran has a clearly distinct mechanism and function, lacking
a membrane targeting domain and operating in the context
of nucleocytoplasmic transport [35]. Both Arfs and Rabs
are membrane localized by virtue of post-translational
modification, myristoylation, and prenylation, respectively,
and function in membrane transport; while there are clear
differences in their roles, the biological reasons for this are
unclear.
Generating a clear view of Rab sequence diversity and
evolutionary history has been far from trivial. An early
attempt to characterize Rab sequence diversity, predating
the availability of complete genome data, exploited
sequence heterogeneity within two surface loops, and were
labeled as ‘‘specificity domains’’ [36]. Chimeric proteins
incorporating sequence derived from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae Ypt1, a Rab involved in ER to Golgi trafficking,
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and Sec4, which functions in exocytosis at the plasma
membrane, were used to map sequences responsible for
targeting and function. A hybrid with both specificity
domains of Ypt1 in a Sec4 framework produced a protein
that complements Ypt1, confirming that these regions
contain information sufficient to specify function. Similar
experiments assessed targeting of various Rab5-Rab6
hybrids to function as Rab5 [37]. Substitution of the Rab5
C-terminus into Rab6, which normally localizes to the
Golgi apparatus, targeted the hybrid to early endosomes
and the plasma membrane, but did not stimulate endocytosis. However, the addition of further Rab5 sequence
corresponding to RabSF1, RabF4, and RabSF2, respectively, ([38] see below), produced a chimera that
apparently had Rab5 function. This clearly implicated
these new regions in interactions between Rabs and their
effectors. Further, Rabenosyn-5, a Rab5 effector protein,
contains two distinct sites that interact with a variety of
Rabs, offering an opportunity to map sequences required
for interaction. The binding affinities of these two regions,
RbsnA and RbsnB, for over 30 Rabs was assessed [39],
demonstrating differentiation in recognition between distinct Rab-Rabenosyn5 complexes as RbsnA selectively
bound Rab4 and Rab14 but RbsnB bound Rab5, Rab22 and
Rab24. Significantly, RbsnA and RbsnB share very similar
helical hairpin structures that bind equivalent sites on their
respective Rab proteins, explaining the dual interaction
sites. Finally, three residues are key to the discrimination
between Rab subsets and alteration of these residues in
RbsnA to the equivalent in RbsnB could reverse specificity.
By definition, those regions that change conformation
between the GDP- and GTP-bound states, the ‘‘switch
regions’’, are key to mediating effector-binding and function. Since Rabs all have a similar protein fold, with a sixstranded beta-sheet and five alpha-helices making up the
core structure, the effector specificity would be expected to
be largely restricted to surface loops [40]. However, some
residues significant in binding Rab3A and an effector,
Rabphilin, are conserved throughout the Rab family,
making an understanding of specificity rather difficult.
Interestingly, orientation of these residues is incompatible
with involvement in binding in some Rab proteins, e.g.,
Rab5C and hence variability in orientation likely contributes to effector interaction specificity. These primarily
empirical approaches highlight some of the complexity
with assigning sequence to function within the Rab family,
a prerequisite to understanding the evolutionary history.
Pereira-Leal and Seabra [38] analyzed the primary
structures of a collection of mammalian Rab proteins in
order to formulate a comprehensive definition of the Rab
family within the broader superfamily of Ras GTPases.
Motifs involved in nucleotide and Mg2? binding, labeled
G1-3 and PM1-3, respectively, were conserved on a
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superfamily level. Following alignment of known Rabs,
five short regions (five or six residues) of consensus
sequence unique to the Rab family were identified. These
regions, labeled RabF1-5, map to the switch regions, with
the implication that these sequences contribute to interaction with regulators/effectors distinguishing between GDPand GTP-bound conformations.
The same approach was taken to defining subfamilies
of Rab proteins. Following phylogenetic analysis of
known mammalian Rabs, the aim was to make a useful
distinction between isoforms (proteins with unusually
high sequence homology and probably similar functions)
and proteins that are simply closely related. Four regions,
RabSF1-4, were identified to have significantly higher
conservation within, rather than between, subfamilies.
When mapped onto the 3D structure of the Rab3ARabphilin3A complex RabSF1, 3 and 4 corresponded to
complementary-determining regions that form a binding
pocket for the Rab3A effector, while RabSF2 mapped to
the opposite surface of the Rab3A within the putative
‘‘switch I’’ region. The presence of two separate subfamily specific surfaces suggests that effector-Rab
interactions are highly variable and employ multiple
binding faces. This feature underscores both the flexibility and complexity of Rab interaction pathways.

Rab family evolution at the whole-genome level
With the availability of increased sequence data, the
possibility of more insightful analysis of Rab evolution
arose. Revisiting this question, Pereira-Leal and Seabra
expanded analysis to include new data from Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Homo
sapiens and Arabidopsis thaliana [41]. Phylogenetic
analysis resulted in co-segregation of known orthologues,
and specific conservation within RabSF regions was
suggested as a mechanism for assigning putative orthologues and hence classification. However, assignment of
orthologues in A. thaliana, essentially the only nonopisthokont included, was problematic due to extensive
expansion and divergence within subclasses, which
resulted in an alternate nomenclature [26]. More significantly,
comparisons
between
different
species
demonstrated a non-linear relationship between cell
number and the number of Rabs encoded in the genome,
suggesting that expansion of the Rab repertoire correlates
with multicellularity and/or tissue differentiation. Significantly, as the multicellular state has arisen on multiple
occasions, it has been suggested that plasticity within the
Rab family may be a facilitator, or is at least permissive, for
multicellularity [41]. Further, higher-order grouping within
the Rab subfamily was detected, predicting eight clades.
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Most importantly, a degree of functional relatedness was
apparent for members of the same clade. For example,
clade V contains Rab5 and Rab22, both of which are
involved in endosome transport, while members of clade II,
Rab2, 4, 14, 11, and 25, tend to be associated with endosomal recycling. Using principle component analysis, an
additional two clades were identified, which again confirmed the concept that Rabs sharing similar functions and/
or locations are more closely related than Rab proteins with
distinct functions [42]. A subsequent analysis, using dendrogram sequence clustering has suggested a total of 14 Rab
clades [43].
Detailed investigations of Rab clade I, as defined by
Periera-Leal and Seabra [38], also suggest functional
flexibility, even within restricted subfamilies [44]. Rabs
within this group function to regulate ER to Golgi transport, and include metazoan Rab1 and Rab35, Ypt1 in
S. cerevisiae and the RabD subgroup in A. thaliana.
Additional paralogues arise through duplication and
divergence, for example Rab35 in metazoa appears to have
acquired a new function in endosomal recycling. Large
expansions of Rab1 are present in Excavata and
Amoebozoa, but better sampling is required to determine
the points of duplication within recent evolutionary history.
Rab1A in Plasmodium falciparum represents a unique
paralogue; the location is consistent with a role early in the
secretory pathway but several novel, specific substitutions
have been identified that map to effector-binding sites, and
thus may confer additional function [45].
Analysis of Rab clade VII, characterized by Rab7 and
Rab9, demonstrated that Rab9 branched within the choanoflagellate/metazoan clade of Rab7A proteins and is
restricted to Metazoa and Monosiga brevicollis [44]. Significantly, there is also evidence for multiple expansions
and then subsequent loss for Rab7 and Rab9 genes,
essentially retaining a small gene copy number. Evolution
in both Clade I and VII demonstrates that frequent
expansions occur and that these are often rapidly eliminated. However, frequent expansion clearly can provide
regular opportunities for the evolution of novel paralogues
and hence pathways, selecting for roles specific to tissue
type, environmental conditions or life-cycle stage.
Significantly, a full analysis of Rab evolution, encompassing the complete diversity of the Eukaryota, remains to
be achieved as the studies above have focused rather
heavily on Opisthokonta and plants, neglecting the
majority of taxa. Our own analysis in progress suggests that
the phylogenetic history of Rab proteins is in fact rather
more complex than previously suspected, with LECA
possessing an elaborate repertoire of Rab proteins (M.
Elias, M.C. Field, and J.B. Dacks, unpublished data). This
implicates secondary loss as a major mechanism for
sculpting of the endomembrane system.
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Rab evolution across the supergroups
Focusing on a limited range of taxa, and specifically the
fungi, an indication of how whole-genome complements of
Rabs evolve has been deduced. Generally, the number of
Rabs is very low in fungi, with little variation in the total
family size between species [46]. Indeed 24 of 26 species
analyzed encode between eight and 12 Rabs, with no
apparent correlation between lifestyle/lineage and the
number of Rabs present. There are six subfamilies present
in all free-living fungi: Ypt1, Sec4, Ypt3, Ypt5, Ypt6, and
Ypt7, and indeed C. albicans has no additional Rabs, but is
still able to exist in yeast and hyphal forms. This minimal
set represents massive loss from LECA ([46], M. Elias,
M.C. Field, and J.B. Dacks, unpublished data). In addition,
there are expansions of Ypt5 and Ypt3 within the fungal
kingdom that are independent from the mammalian
expansions. Despite relatively common duplications, secondary loss leads to maintenance of this relatively small set
of Rabs. While the driving force for expansion of Rabs is
usually assumed to be to increased functionality or flexibility, this is not apparent; for example Ypt31 and Ypt32
appear to be functional redundant. In summary, fungi
appear able to support multicellularity and a saprophytic
lifestyle with a surprisingly small number of Rabs.
In higher plants, and specifically the angiosperm
A. thaliana, 57 Rabs forming eight clades have been
identified [26]. The degree of divergence within these
clades prevented putative orthologues being ascribed,
suggesting considerable selective pressures propelling
novel Rab evolution. Analysis of the RabSF regions
allowed these eight groups to be further divided into 18
subclasses, many of which contain multiple isoforms,
suggesting significant expansion of specific Rab subsets.
For example A. thaliana RabA, corresponding to mammalian Rab11, contains six members, suggesting the
evolution of multiple and distinct recycling pathways.
Entamoeba histolytica is an enteric protozoan parasite
within the Amoebozoa and has over 90 Rab genes [47].
This extremely large Rab family within a unicellular
organism runs counter to the paradigm that major increases
in Rab number accompany multicellularity, and is nearly
an order of magnitude greater than S. cerevisiae, despite
the genome being only 1.6 times larger. Over 20 Rabs
showed [40% sequence similarity with opisthokont Rabs,
but with an unusually large number of isoforms, e.g., nine
Rab7 paralogues. A further 30 Rabs showed [40%
sequence similarity to other Rabs within the same genome,
clustering into nine subgroups, while 39 showed \40%
sequence similarity to human/yeast Rabs or other amoebic
Rabs; this suggests a large degree of unique or lineagespecific Rab evolution in E. histolytica. Interestingly,
*20% of the predicted Rabs had significant regions
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deleted, yet still appear to be transcribed, while several
have either novel or no prenylation signal, suggesting novel
functions or mechanisms. Two of the Rab7 paralogues,
EhRab7A and EhRab7B, have been investigated experimentally and EhRab7A functions at an earlier stage in
lysosomal delivery than EhRab7B [47]. As most organisms, including multicellular taxa, possess only one or two
Rab7 paralogues, this suggests an unprecedented level
of sophistication in late endosomal trafficking for
E. histolytica.
On account of their importance as disease agents, considerable attention has been devoted to the
Chromalveolata, and the Apicomplexa in particular. The
malaria parasite, Plasmodium falciparum, has 11 Rabs, a
remarkably compact family for an organism with two hosts
and multiple life-cycle stages with radically differing
morphologies [48]. Ten are expressed in the erythrocytic
stage, and PfRab11B, the sole exception may represent a
stage-specific Rab. Comparisons between P. falciparum
and additional apicomplexan taxa indicate that, as a group,
these organisms have small numbers of Rab genes, with
Cryptosporidium parvum at eight and Toxoplasma gondii
with 15 [49]. The difference in repertoire size between
T. gondii and C. parvum may relate to the presence of the
parasitophorous vacuole membrane for T. gondii. Interestingly, PfRab5B is unusual, lacking a C-terminal
prenylation motif, and is coordinately transcribed with
PfRab2, PfRab6 and PfRab11B rather than with the other
PfRab5 isoforms, suggesting possible functional coupling
[48]. Additional studies demonstrate minimization of other
components of the trafficking machinery in apicomplexan
parasites [11, 50, 51], almost certainly due to specific
secondary loss and hence sculpting, as other chromalveolates do not share this feature. For example Tetrahymena
thermophila, also an alveolate, encodes *70 Rab proteins,
with clear patterns of both lineage-specific expansions and
innovation [52].
The possibility that small Rab gene families are associated with parasitism is contradicted by E. histolytica and,
spectacularly by Trichomonas vaginalis [53, 54]. T. vaginalis is an excavate protozoal parasite transmitted by
sexual contact. It exists in both free-swimming trophozoite
and amoebic forms, and possesses a massive Rab complement approaching 300 members. Many of these are
transcribed, but only 14 formed clades with previously
characterized sequences from opisthokonts or plants, the
remaining forming unique clades. The unexpectedly large
number of Rabs in T. vaginalis begs the question of what is
driving Rab expansion in T. vaginalis and E. histolytica;
neither the number of life-cycle stages, complexity of the
endomembrane system, nor multicellularity provide a satisfactory explanation. Common features of T. vaginalis and
E. histolytica include parasitism and amoebic life-cycle
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stages. However, the latter can also be discounted as
Naegleria gruberi, another amoebic member of the
Excavata comparatively closely related to T. vaginalis,
possesses around 30 Rab genes [55], while Nagleria’s even
closer relatives, T. brucei, T. cruzi, and Leishmania major,
all parasitic excavates, possess *20 Rab genes, most of
which are clearly orthologous with metazoan Rabs
[23, 56].
Interestingly, if the Rab proteins have evolved by a
combination of a large LECA repertoire and lineage-specific scultping, the paralogous GTPase family involved in
trafficking, the Arfs, arose almost exclusively by paralogous expansion following the LECA [56, 57]. This latter
observation has at least two implications. Firstly, the precise functions of Arf proteins are likely unique in the
different supergroups, exemplified by the rather distinct
phenotypes obtained with genetic analysis of Arf function
in, for example, S. cerevisiae, plants and trypanosomes
[58–61]. Secondly, it is unlikely that Arf proteins per se
played a significant role in the initial laying out of the
endomembrane system [58–61], potentially implying that
this role was taken on by the Rab proteins.

Evolution of Rab membrane targeting specificity
The initial delivery of Rabs to membrane is accompanied
by post-translational modifications, specifically the addition of a prenyl group or groups to the C-terminus,
proteolytic processing, and carboxymethylation [62]. Prenylation takes place on the SH groups of cysteine residues
in the carboxy-terminal prenylation signal, and is essential
for membrane targeting [41, 63]. The prenylation signal
(trivially CAAX box) for Rabs tends to include two cysteine residues, for example XXCC or XCXC, resulting in
double prenylation, and given the hydrophobicity of prenyl-moieties, this results in rather stable association with
lipid bilayers. Not all Rabs, however, are dually prenylated,
and the functional basis behind these differential modifications is unclear. Rabs are modified by a specific Rab-type
geranylgeranyltransferase (RGGTase) that catalyses addition of geranylgeranitol (C20), and which differs from the
other prenyltransferases (farnesyltransferase (FTase) and
geranylgeranyltransferase I (GGTase I)) by a requirement
for Rab escort protein (REP) [41]. All prenyltransferases
share structurally related a- and b-subunits, and the common origin is exemplified by the a-subunit of FTase and
GGTase I, which is the same gene product. For modification to occur, a complex of Rab, REP and RabGGTase
must form (Fig. 4). REP also acts as a chaperone for the
prenylated Rab protein prior to membrane delivery, preventing it from aggregating in solution. It has proved
difficult to determine the crystal structure of this complex,
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Fig. 4 Basic functional cycles of Rab proteins. The core Rab
function is the GTPase cycle; this process serves to elicit a
conformational switch, which importantly regulates interaction with
effector molecules (blue lozenges), principally in the GTP-bound (or
active ‘on’ state). Switching between these states involves the action
of GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) or guanine nucleotide
exchange factors (GEFs), which accelerate the intrinsic hydrolytic
activity and nucleotide exchange reactions by several orders of
magnitude. A second important cycle is the relocation of the Rab
protein following vesicle fusion at the target membrane; usually the
Rab is in the GDP, or ‘off’ conformation, which allows specific
interactions with a soluble guanine-dissociation inhibitor (GDI) that is

able to both sequester the C-terminal prenyl moiety and solubilize the
Rab protein. Reintegration into the donor membrane compartment
requires connection with a GDI-displacement factor (GDF) and also a
GEF, to restore the molecule to the GTP-bound state. Finally, initial
targeting following biosynthesis requires insertion utilizing Rab
escort protein (REP). Significantly, there are a great number of
effector molecules, facilitating a disseminative mode of action for
Rab proteins. In most organisms, a similar number of GAPs, GEFs,
and Rabs are found in the genome, suggesting an intimate relationship
between the GTPase and the factors facilitating the GTPase cycle,
while there are usually few GDIs and a single REP

but it was possible to analyze independently the binary
complexes of REP1-RabGGTase and Rab7-REP1 [64]. A
second cycle concerns extraction of Rab proteins from the
target membrane and their recycling; again this is made
more complex due to the presence of the highly hydrophobic prenyl groups, but is facilitated by guanine
dissociation inhibitor (GDI), which preferentially binds
GDP-Rab, secludes the prenyl groups away from the
aqueous environment, rendering the Rab soluble, and also
inhibits GDP to GTP exchange.
The RabGGTase a-subunit interacts with domain II of
REP1 to form the complex. Since the LRR and Ig-like
domains of the a-subunit are not present in the structurally
similar GGTaseI and FT, it was predicted that they would be
significant in the interaction between RabGGTase and
REP1—this, however, turned out not to be the case. Likewise, since GDI (similar in structure to REP1) has low
affinity for RabGGTase, it was thought that structures which
are absent from GDI but present in REP would be involved
in the interaction—again, this was not seen. Rather it is the
presence of key residues (F279 and R290) specific to REP
that are responsible for the differing affinities [64–66].
The interface between Rab7 and REP1 has also
been analyzed with reference to the structurally similar
Ypt1-GDI complex [67]. REP and GDI perform similar

roles in the broadest sense that both proteins deliver Rab to
a target membrane. The crystal structure of the Ypt1-GDI
complex reveals that the Rab switch regions are involved in
interaction. Further, a lipid-binding pocket is present
within domain II, composed of helices D, E, F, and H, and
occupied by the geranylgeranyl group of Ypt1. A site in
domain I had previously been identified as a putative lipidbinding site, but is now hypothesized to interact transiently
during Rab retrieval. Structural analysis of the Rab7-REP1
complex revealed a strikingly similar interaction with a
hydrophobic tunnel formed by a-helices structurally
homologous to D, E, F, and H helices of GDI and occupied
by the geranylgeranyl group. Further, this hydrophobic
tunnel was only partially open when the structure of
unprenylated-Rab7-REP was analyzed; the change in
conformation to open the hydrophobic tunnel results in the
displacement of the key residue F279, thus weakening the
interaction with RabGGTase. Clearly, the similarity of the
REP and GDP-binding interface suggests retention of an
ancestral-binding mode.
Evolution of Rab prenylation has been investigated in
some detail, and appears to be comparatively simple. The
system is ancient, and RGGTase, FTase, and GGTase I,
were probably present in LECA [68]. The potential for
some flexibility within the prenyltransferase family has
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been noted as the a-subunits contain a crescent-shaped,
double-layered, right-hand superhelix topology, which
wraps around the b-subunit. Indels are present in some of
the linkers between each helix, but there is some constraint.
The similarity of this structure to the karyopherins, which
also bind to small GTPases, may be more than coincidence
[69]. The RGGTase of some lineages possesses an additional leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain, which was
probably present in LECA but has been lost on multiple
occasions; neither the function nor the reason for this are
known [68]. Only rarely are paralogous expansions of
RGGTase subunits observed, suggesting that one prenyltransferase is sufficient for recognition of the entire
repertoire of Rab proteins in most organisms.
Rab escort protein belongs to the same protein family as
GDI, and therefore shares a common, possibly bi-functional, ancestor [70]. The conserved architecture is present
as two domains, with the N-terminal domain containing the
Rab-binding site. The REP C-terminal domain mediates
binding to the a-subunit of RGGTase. Importantly, the
mode of recognition of Rabs is common between REP and
GDI and both retain sequence-conserved regions that
mediate this interaction. Again, REP appears able to
accommodate insertions in selected sites in different lineages, but the functional consequences are somewhat
unclear. Interestingly, metazoa have two REP genes [68],
and there appears to be some substrate specificity [71]. If
this is simply to accommodate an expanded metazoan Rab
repertoire, or has some more specific consequence, is still
unclear. Overall, it is clear that the system for prenylation,
delivery, and extraction of Rab proteins from membranes
has both an ancient basis and is rather non-specific in terms
of precise sequence recognition.
The mechanisms by which Rab proteins achieve their
characteristic subcellular distributions are complex and
incompletely understood. Clearly, this represents an
important and exciting challenge to address for increasing
understanding of both the function and evolution of membrane-trafficking specificity. Various studies highlighted
the hypervariable C-terminal domain in targeting. For
example, Rab5 is targeted to early endosomes and Rab7 to
late endosomes, and these proteins contain CCSN and CSC
prenylation motifs, respectively. Although prenylation is
required for membrane association, the motif alone carries
no targeting information as Rab5 containing a CSC Rab7
prenylation motif localized to its original site. However, a
chimera where the 34 C-terminal residues of Rab7 replace
the Rab5 C-terminus targets the chimera to late endosomes
[72]. However, subsequent studies suggest that the targeting
mechanism is more complex [73] and a panel of chimeras
produced through reciprocal sequence exchange between
Rabs from different parts of the endomembrane system
indicate that the hypervariable regions is not always
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sufficient. For example, Rab27A with the Rab5A C-terminus retains the original Rab27A localization and function.
Rab5 orthologues from divergent organisms (trypanosomes) with little C-terminus sequence conservation were
directed to the correct endosomal location. Further, RabSF4
and RabSF3 contribute to Rab5A targeting and RabSF2 and
RabSF3 to Rab27A targeting. As these regions are involved
in effector binding, this implicates effector association as a
targeting mechanism, and the possibility that localization
depends on cooperative interaction with multiple partners.
For example, there is evidence that TIP47, a Rab9 effector,
is important in the localization of Rab9 [74]. The dominant
sites may not be the same for all Rab subfamilies, such that
simple analysis of sequence alone is, in some cases, insufficient for prediction of location or function. The Rab
hypervariable C-terminus also contains a hydrophobic
motif that varies in both position and composition. This
region interacts with a hydrophobic region called the
C-terminal binding region (GDI/REP domain I) while the
‘‘mobile effector loop’’ (domain II), which is required for
generic targeting function, is also closely associated and
may contribute to the specific interaction with receptor
proteins (GDFs) at target membranes.
The task of unpicking the details of Rab targeting
remains. Receptor molecules are thought to be involved and
indeed certain membrane-bound factors have been identified. These are referred to as GDI-displacement factors
(GDFs) and show distinct subcellular localization. However, there are currently no data regarding the mechanism of
recognition or lipid transfer. Targeting is likely to involve
such receptors but there may also be a role for GEFs, cascade-like mechanisms, luminal content, and a plethora of
Rab-effector interactions. That specificity is likely not
simply encoded in primary sequence, but is instead based on
dynamic interactions with co-expressed binding partners,
and has several implications for understanding the evolution of membrane-trafficking. Most simply, it means that we
must integrate multiple proteins into evolutionary schemas
[27]. It means that we need to start looking at transcriptomic
and interaction data for trends of conservation, not merely
comparative lists of components. These are challenges, but
exciting ones to take on as we move forward. It also means
that we can begin developing and incorporating ideas about
how these interaction networks would have evolved
and shaped the regulation and function of the membranetrafficking system.

Evolution of pathways and connectivity; making
connections
Very few proteins function in isolation, and most operate in
the context of complexes. Such complexes may be stable,
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Fig. 5 Functional changes by alterations to GTPase pathway topology. a Three hypothetical network topologies are presented, focusing
on a central processor node (black), with input and output layers
shown as open circles above and below the processor layer,
respectively. Active interactions between factors are shown by
arrows, inactive nodes and interactions are shown shaded. Top: an
integrative network, where the central processor receives input from
multiple nodes, but is tightly coupled to a single output node. Center:
a disseminative network, where a single input interaction facilitates
the processor interacting with multiple output nodes. Lower: a simple
linear network where the processor is restricted to interactions with a
single input and output node. b Examples of networks that involve
Rab proteins. Top: integrative and disseminative networks. Uppermost scheme shows an amplification circuit where the Rab (green

lozenge) interacts via an effector (blue lozenge) with a protein that has
GEF activity, maintaining the Rab in the GTP-bound, or on, state.
Middle scheme shows a transduction circuit, whereby the Rab effector
interacts with a different G protein (light green lozenge) transferring
information along a chain. Lower scheme shows a negative feedback
loop or oscillator, whereby a second Rab protein recruits, via an
effector, a GAP protein for the first Rab, thereby shutting off the
pathway. Critically, the addition of further components facilitates
increased complexity within the signaling pathway, and the circuits
have been drawn to emphasize that additional complexity may be
added incrementally. At the bottom, a linear pathway is created when
two Rab proteins bind to the same effector. Depending on other
criteria, this pathway topology may also function to integrate distinct
Rab functions in a co-ordinate manner

essentially representing the entire population of a given
protein, or highly transient, so that a protein spends little of
its time in such association. The interactions between
proteins serve to control activity, location, stability, and
specificity, and all represent points at which evolutionary
selective pressure can operate. Depending on the topology
of a pathway, i.e., the interaction network, information may
be aggregated or disseminated (Fig. 5). For example, a
protein that interacts with a large number of upstream
factors, but a smaller population of downstream ones
serves to aggregate biological information, but a protein
where the opposite is the case disseminates. Changes in
either the topology or the identity of interaction partners
can greatly influence cellular behavior, and the remarkable
flexibility of small GTPase pathways probably represents
an evolutionary advance facilitating the emergence of

multiple new functions (Fig. 5). All GTPases participate in
a GTP cycle, and which, due to very slow intrinsic
hydrolytic and GDP/GTP exchange rates, is normally
assisted by several cofactors (Fig. 4). Principally, a
GTPase can be considered in an active state in the GTP
form (green oval in Fig. 4), and can interact specifically
with effector proteins (blue ovals); for Rabs these include
SNARE complexes, SM proteins and many others [37, 75,
76]. Indeed, Rab5 in mammals possesses up to 50 effectors,
a bewildering array of potential downstream targets [77–
81]. The GTPase is inactivated by a GTPase-activating
protein, or GAP (dull red blob in Fig. 4), converting the
protein to the GDP form. GAPs accelerate the rate of GTP
hydrolysis by two or more orders of magnitude. Reactivation is achieved by nucleotide exchange, and again the
rate here is vastly accelerated by guanine nucleotide
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exchange factors, or GEFs. Unlike Rab GAPs, this family
is rather complex and they are not defined by possession of
a single domain.
Rab proteins represent a potent example of GTPase
flexibility and adaptability and their range of potential
interactions is very great indeed. The Rab-interacting
proteins which are best characterized include their GAPs
and GEFs, but also a range of proteins termed effectors
specifically interact with the GTP-bound form; these
encompass sorting adaptors, kinases, phosphatases, GAPs,
GDIs, and cytoskeletal motors (Fig. 4). The interaction is
conformation-specific; the vast majority of known interactions are with the GTP form, and these are defined as
effectors as the GTPase is considered to be active, and
transducing information, and hence act as sensors to
GTPase activation. A minority of interaction partners have
been described that are specific for the GDP conformer,
although at present little is known about this class of Rab
interaction molecules [82]. While central to Rab function,
the range of effectors clearly provides extensive material
for evolution of novel functions and specificity.
A number of Rab interactions have been identified that
conceptually are analogous to electronic logic circuits, and
provide interesting potential mechanisms for the evolution
of specificity; empirical studies confirm that this view
probably reflects in vivo mechanisms of action of Rab
proteins and hence has functional relevance [83]. Examples
include amplifiers, whereby a Rab protein activates a GEF,
which then acts on the original Rab (Fig. 5b, top), while
simple sharing of effectors, e.g., both Rab5 and Rab4 bind
rabenosyn 5, while Rab4 effector GRASP1 likely couples
to Rab11 via syntaxn 13 [84] is common and may also act
as an integrator (Fig. 5b, bottom). There are also several
examples of Rab-modulating activities embedded within
tether complexes, for example the HOPS complex is a GEF
for Rab7, and is itself activated by interaction with Rab5,
while conversely Rab7 can inactivate Rab5 by activating a
GAP protein, essentially a transducer and oscillator circuit
[83, 85], while cascade mechanisms have been suggested
to define subcompartmental boundaries [86]. The presence
of GEF activity in TRAPP, a second tethering complex,
suggests that GEF activity may be a general tether feature,
providing an interesting mechanism for the coordination of
function, and hence the evolution of new pathways. This,
coupled with the close physical proximity of many Rab
proteins on various membrane, for example Rab4, 5, and
11 on endosomes and Rab1 and Rab2 in the early exocytic
systems [83, 87, 88] suggests that such coupling may be
very common indeed. Further, the Rab system does not
function in isolation and is interconnected to additional
signaling pathways, for example Rho [89]. However, at
present, our knowledge of the evolution of such aspects
remains very incomplete. Sculpting of these systems may
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lead to alterations in the pathways, however, for example
metazoan Rab4 clearly mediates recycling pathways [90]
but the trypanosome orthologue participates more in lysosomal delivery than recycling [91, 92].
The Rab GAP family is dominated by TBC (tre-2/USP6,
BUB2, cdc16)-domain proteins, which account for *90%
of known Rab-GAPs [93]. While a minority are not part of
the TBC family, the predominance of the TBC domain
allows an accurate estimate of RabGAP family numbers;
the family is usually similar, or slightly smaller than the
number of Rab proteins encoded in the genome (GabernetCastello, Dacks and Field, unpublished data). While the
specificity of most TBC GAPs remains to be defined,
studies in S. cerevisiae indicate a degree of promiscuity
[94, 95], raising the issue of how activity is regulated, and
if there is a mechanism for the coordination of TBC GAP
activity against subsets of Rab proteins; if such exists it is
not clear, and certainly beyond present in silico predictive
capabilities. Further, some TBC domain proteins can
function as GAPs for non-Rab GTPases.
At a simplistic level, the evolution of Rabs and TBC
GAPs might be expected to be one of close co-evolution, as
the tally for both factors appears to track across genomes
and Rab families of many sizes, i.e., Rab families of 6 to
*70 members (Gabernet-Castello, Dacks and Field,
unpublished data). In organisms with extremely large Rab
families, Trichomonas vaginalis and Entamoeba histolytica, this correlation breaks down, and there are fewer TBC
genes than Rab genes. Therefore, for the most part,
orthologous pairs of Rabs and TBC GAPs could be
expected to share the same functions, while the exceptional
genomes with expanded Rab families may reflect promiscuity between TBCs and the large cohort of Rabs. As the
highly expanded Rab family of T. vaginalis is structured
into small clades, or clusters, this may suggest that a single
TBC acts as GAP for all Rabs in such clusters [54].
However, experimental evidence for this is scant, and a
systematic analysis of TBC evolution and family structure
has only just been achieved (Gabernet-Castello, Dacks and
Field, unpublished data). This analysis shows that innovation of TBC GAPs is complex, with a large cohort
present in the LECA, but that clear lineage-specific innovations postdate the LECA. However, while this analysis is
a step forward, and facilitates phylogenetically based
investigations of TBC GAP function, there remains a major
confounding issue as most TBC-containing proteins also
possess additional domains, many of which have important
functions. When comparing Rab GAP proteins between
highly divergent taxa, despite being able to reconstruct
evolutionary history for the TBC domains, there is clear
evidence for extensive domain swapping, insertion, and
deletion. This in turn has an obvious influence on TBC
evolutionary trajectory and function for the corresponding
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Fig. 6 Evolutionary pressures and constraints. a Different aspects of
a small GTPase and interactions with effectors or other proteins
modulating function are differentially constrained. At the most basic
level, Rab proteins are nucleosidases, and this constraint is reflected
in strong conservation of the framework regions that mediate GTP
binding and hydrolytic function. Importantly, as GTP is invariant, the
selective pressure is very strong. Other regions of the molecule suffer
less severe constraints, which is reflected in the variability in many
surface loops of the Rab family, many of which offer binding sites for
interaction partners. As these interaction sites may vary, coevolution

between Rab and effector is important, but sequence conservation is
less so, and regions not involved in such interaction may be subject to
even weaker pressure, resulting in increased divergence at the
sequence level and extreme difficulty in identification in silico.
b Potential selective pressures operating on Rab proteins at the
genomic, proteomic, and interactome levels. Additional feedback and
constraints operating cooperatively between these various facets of
functional evolution make the network of pressures highly complex
and challenging to predict

trafficking pathways that the TBC GAP controls (GabernetCastello, Dacks and Field, unpublished data). Such complexity is challenging to chart and is not predictable at this
time as the datasets available are too few and the underlying principles, if any, poorly defined. This is most
definitely an area where further work is urgently needed,
and represents a challenge to both computational and
experimental biologists.
In terms of effectors, it is even less clear how specificity
has arisen, and this is compounded by multiple binding
modes, roles in disparate cellular systems, and the
involvement of nonparalogous protein families. For
example, Rab proteins may interact directly with cargo
receptors (Rab9 with TIP47, Rab5 with adaptins and
clathrin during coated pit formation) [96], act on vesicle
coat removal, or provide a bridge to cytoskeletal elements,
either indirectly (Rab27 with myosin Va via melanophillin)
[97] or directly (Rab6 with KIF20A, a kinesin). Interactions with coiled-coil proteins mediating vesicle fusion and
targeting are known for several Rabs (Rab11 and the FIP
family proteins, Rab5 and EEA1) [78, 98, 99]. Multiple

interactions with SNARE proteins, utilizing several
mechanisms, have also been reported to operate either via
the SM proteins (Rab5 via rabenosyn5 to Vps45 or Ypt1
direct with Sly1) or coiled-coil proteins, (Rab5 to SynE via
EEA1) (see [37], for recent review). What many of these
interactions do share is a coiled-coil architecture, which
further confounds in silico prediction attempts, and together with the inherent errors in many cell biological studies
of interaction networks, attempting to identify a common
theme or unifying principle has failed so far (Fig. 6).
A more recent attempt to examine effectors in a systematic manner (Rodriguez, Tavares-Cadete, and PereiraLeal, pers. comm.) highlights this issue rather well. In this
analysis, the study was restricted to two well-characterized
opisthokonts, Homo sapiens and S. cerevisiae. Even across
a restricted branch of the Eukaryota, their major findings
were that Rab effectors are not conserved between species,
and seem to rarely arise by paralogous expansion; while
this also may reflect undersampling, it is unlikely that this
can fully explain the result (Fig. 6). Hence this analysis
sets the effectors apart from the TBC GAPs, the latter
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being a clear example of paralogous expansion, albeit with
the remaining uncertainty on coevolution and specificity.
Regardless of the high degree of diversity within the
effectors, there does exist a clearly conserved core of Rabinteracting proteins, including the prenylation machinery.
Recent evidence suggests that a small number of factors are
sufficient to mediate the most central fusogenic functions
of Rab proteins [100]. This study also indicated that full
functionality requires cooperative interactions between
Rabs, Rab effectors and SNARE proteins, and even then
the kinetics of membrane fusion are considerably lower for
this cell-free system than in vivo. Further, a comparison
between Rab11-interaction networks from Opisthokonta
(principally Metazoa) and T. brucei, an excavate, does
illustrate that some effectors are conserved (GabernetCastello and Field, unpublished data). Specifically, it was
found that Rab11 interaction with Sec15 is present in both
metazoan cells and T. brucei. Further, while FIPs are
restricted to metazoa, a novel coiled-coil protein,
TbRBP74, was identified as a Rab11 interaction partner in
trypanosomes. Similarly to FIPs, TbRBP74 is a homodimer
and binds exclusively to the GTP-bound form of Rab11,
suggesting a similar mechanism and architecture for these
two groups of proteins. If this represents some evolutionary
architectural restriction is unclear, but the high number of
coiled-coil proteins participating in Rab-mediated activities
suggests a favored configuration, and certainly provides
some promise that prediction of function may become
possible. The exciting consequence of such predictions is
that in silico reconstruction of transport pathways in
experimentally nontractable organisms would become
possible, providing a much expanded view of how endomembrane transport has been sculpted across the
eukaryotes, as well as providing predictive power for
understanding the cell biology.

[27]. The latter allows (and indeed necessitates) incorporation of system-level data encompassing not only the list
of which components are present but how they interact and
respond to different evolutionary challenges.
In common with other cellular systems, selective pressures operate on multiple aspects of the intracellular
trafficking system, for the creation of new pathways, modulated specificity and novel functions (Fig. 3). There have
been considerable advances in this field recently, with the
availability of new genomic data and improved analytical
methods; with falling sequencing costs this is a very exciting
time for evolutionary molecular biology. Coupling detailed
knowledge of trafficking systems derived from classical
model organisms, together with studies in representative
taxa from several supergroups, is making possible an
improved view of the range of evolutionary innovations after
the LECA. Critically, the development of several non-opisthokont organisms as models provides an opportunity to
analyze such innovations in a functional context. A vital next
step must be the characterization and prediction of interaction networks; the combination of diverse mechanisms of
molecular evolution, large families, incomplete datasets, and
considerable noise within the data we have to hand makes
this a formidable challenge, but one that is essential to providing the insight into the way that specificity and
functionality within the endomembrane system has arisen.

Conclusions
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in an evolutionary framework has proven remarkably
powerful. Here we have highlighted perhaps the best
characterized example—the Rab and Rab-associated
machinery. Hopefully, future considerations of a similar
scope will be possible for additional aspects of the membrane-trafficking machinery. Using this approach, we have
seen our evolutionary understanding of the membranetrafficking system progress from essentially a side-note in
explanations for other organelles [101], to increasingly
detailed reconstructions of the machinery in the last common ancestor [12, 102], to drawing mechanistic inferences
of how non-endosymbiotic organelles arose and evolve
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